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ABSTRACT
Eye tracking systems can provide people with severe motor im-
pairments a way to communicate through gaze-based interactions.
Such systems transform a user’s gaze input into mouse pointer
coordinates that can trigger keystrokes on an on-screen keyboard.
However, typing using this approach requires large back-and-forth
eye movements, and the required effort depends both on the length
of the text and the keyboard layout. Motivated by the idea of sketch-
based image search, we explore a gaze-based approach where users
draw a shape on a sketchpad using gaze input, and the shape is
used to search for similar letters, words, and other predefined con-
trols. The sketch-based approach is area efficient (compared to an
on-screen keyboard), allows users to create custom commands, and
creates opportunities for gaze-based authentication. Since variation
in the drawn shapes makes the search difficult, the system can show
a guide (e.g., a 14-segment digital display) on the sketchpad so that
users can trace their desired shape. In this paper, we take a first step
that investigates the feasibility of the sketch-based approach, by
examining how well users can trace a given shape using gaze input.
We designed an interface where participants traced a set of given
shapes. We then compared the similarity of the drawn and traced
shapes. Our study results show the potential of the sketch-based
approach: users were able to trace shapes reasonably well using
gaze input, even for complex shapes involving three letters; shape
tracing accuracy for gaze was better than ‘free-form’ hand drawing.
We also report on how different shape complexities influence the
time and accuracy of the shape tracing tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The idea of gaze-based interactions has inspired the development
of a number of eye tracking systems [2, 7, 16] that provide motor-
impaired people with an alternative way to communicate. Such
eye-tracking based systems usually integrate hardware and soft-
ware solutions, where an eye-tracker samples the eye movement,
and an algorithm transforms the data into gaze input to trigger other
events. A rich body of research explores algorithms for transform-
ing users’ eye movement and head position data into gaze points
on a computer screen [8, 9, 19]. In a traditional keyboard layout,
gaze typing requires eye movements on keys that are not necessar-
ily within close proximities to each other, and thus increases the
required typing effort. This inspired research on designing a better
keyboard layout for gaze-typing, where users type by producing
gaze inputs on an on-screen keyboard [10, 12, 13].

We propose a sketch-based typing approach, which is moti-
vated by the idea of sketch-based image search [1]. In sketch-based
search, the user draws a shape in a sketchpad area, and the shape is
searched against an image database using image recognition algo-
rithms [1, 11] to construct a list of potential matches. The sketch-
based search approach can potentially help gaze-based typing in a
number of ways. First, users can draw a shape on the sketchpad and
find a list of similar letters and words to choose from (Figure 1(a)).
Chinese handwriting recognizers, e.g., YellowBridge [21], resem-
ble this scenario for searching characters, but with hand-drawn
shapes. Second, an on-screen keyboard can be used as a sketchpad
to enable gesture-based typing (Figure 1(c)), which is a common
method of typing on an on-screen keyboard in smartphones and
other touch devices. Third, users can create custom shapes for
authentication purposes, and shape-based commands for custom
controls (Figure 1(e)).

Implementation of sketch-based typing can be challenging due
to the wide variation in the position, size and curvature of the
drawn shapes (i.e., shape/image recognition algorithms need to
identify these shapes). A natural solution to this problem is to pro-
vide people with some ‘universal shape set’ (e.g., segment display
for drawing characters, as in Figure 1(b)) to guide their drawing
process. A concrete example is shown in Figure 1(d), where the char-
acter R is drawn on a 14-segment display. Once the user draws the
shape, the corresponding segments light up and act as a feedback
mechanism. An on-screen keyboard itself can act as a ‘grid’-like
guide for gesture-based gaze-typing (Figure 1(c)).
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Our Contribution: In this paper we examine the feasibility of
sketch-based gaze typing. Since tracing given shapes is fundamental
to this idea, we investigated whether users can trace a given shape
with their gaze input, and if so, how accurately. We designed an
eye-tracking interface where users were given various shapes to
trace with their gaze input. Our study results reveal that users were
able to trace shapes more accurately than ‘free-form’ touch-based
drawing (although not as accurately as touch-based tracing). We
also report on how different shape complexities may influence the
time and accuracy of the shape tracing tasks.

2 RELATEDWORK
Here we briefly review the research on transforming eye movement
data into gaze-based input to help people with motor impairments
to interact with computers.

Using Eye Movements and Gaze as Input: In 1996, Gips and
Oliviera developed EagleEyes that allows people with severe disabil-
ities to control the computer using eye or head movements [5]. This
system places electrodes around the eyes to track the movement
of the eyes and head. In 2002, Majaranta and Raiha [16] compiled
various challenges of designing eye-tracker based systems for text
typing using gaze input. In most eye-tracking based typing systems,
users locate and focus on a letter to trigger selection action based
on dwell time [13, 15, 18]. Studies have explored various feedback
mechanisms [14], e.g., audio and animated visuals, to provide users
with an idea about the progress of the dwell time. Zheng et al. [23]
explored a keyboard layout that orders letters and frequently used
words on nested rings. They observed that novice users can achieve
a 7 wpm typing speed using this layout, whereas experienced users
may achieve a typing speed of 10 wpm.

Drawing and Authentication with Gaze Input: Early sys-
tems that attempt to draw with gaze input, directly color screen
pixels based on users’ gaze [4, 5, 20], which produces scribbled
drawing. Hornhof et al. [7] developed an improved system, Eye-
Draw, that categorizes user’s behavior into ‘just looking’, ‘ready
to draw’ and ‘drawing’ modes. This allows users to have better
control over their drawing actions. Many authentication systems
have been proposed based on gaze input [3, 17]. Zakaria et al. [22]

Figure 1: Potential applications for sketch-based typing.

explored various ways to draw graphical passwords on a given 5
× 5 grid using gestures. Luca et al. [3] explored an eye-tracking
based password authentication, where users who used gaze input
on numeric keypads started to remember PINs as a shape instead
of the number sequence.

Previous research shows a great promise in enabling users to use
gaze as an alternative form of computer input. But the potential of
improving these systems by leveraging the idea of tracing given
shapes has not yet been explored using gaze-based interaction.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN
We developed a gaze-based interaction interface using Tobii EyeX
4C (90 Hz) and anMSI - GL727QF laptopwith 17.3” FHD (1920x1080)
display. We captured run-time gaze-point data using gazePoint-
DataStream. To draw a continuous shape avoiding fluctuation in
gaze points, each gaze point was continuously moved towards the
subsequent gaze point. In particular, let 𝑥 and 𝑦 be the current and
next gaze positions, respectively. We considered a 5 × 5 neighbor-
hood matrix around 𝑥 and extended the drawn shape from 𝑥 to a
pixel within this neighborhood following direction ®𝑥𝑦 (Figure 2).

Figure 2: (a) Computation of the direction ®𝑥𝑦. (b) Extension
of the current drawing.

We tested the interface in a pilot study with two male partici-
pants, where each participant was asked to trace various shapes
(lines and curves) using the interface. Based on the observation
and participants’ feedback, we added an option to redo a task after
discarding a previous attempt. We also added a custom calibration
panel into the system to reduce the gaze point offset error and to re-
calibrate quickly whenever needed. After clicking the start button
for calibration, participants were asked to look directly at a given
red point inside the sketch area on the screen, where the real-time
gaze point appeared as a black circle. Participants were requested
to adjust the horizontal and vertical offset values such that the gaze
point (black circle) matches with the red point. To draw two or
more shapes, one could stop the drawing of a continuous shape by
blocking the line of sight between the eyes and the eye-tracker.

4 USER STUDY
We were interested in examining the following two questions.

Q1: Is it feasible to use gaze input to trace complex shapes?
Q2: How does accuracy vary with shape complexity?
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4.1 Condition 1 (Gaze input)
Our first condition consisted of 7 participants (age 25-34, 6 males).
Each participantwas requested to finish six tasks. Before completing
these tasks, participants undertook a practice session, where they
traced two lines and two curves, i.e., the 4 shapes of Figure 3(a).

Each of the 6 shapes in Figure 3(b) was used as a task for the main
experiment. Participants were asked to calibrate the application
interface, if needed, before starting any task or after moving their
head. The participant started a task by pressing the start button,
which displayed the shape to trace and started the timer. Partici-
pants were asked to trace the shapes using gaze input as accurately
as possible, and press done when they felt the shape was traced
satisfactorily. They were told that they could redo the tasks as many
times as they wanted (if they are not satisfied with their drawing).
Participants were allowed to take as much time as needed, and to
rest if their eyes became tired. Participation lasted 30 min (including
instruction, practice trials, test trials, and breaks).

Figure 3: Shapes for (a) training and (b) main experiment.

4.1.1 Similarity Metric. We used the Jaccard similarity coefficient
(JSC) to compute how accurately a given shape has been traced.
JSC is a commonly used metric to calculate object overlaps on
images [6]. If 𝐵 is a set of pixels of the drawn shapes using gaze
input and 𝐺 is the set of pixels of given shapes, then the Jaccard
similarity coefficient, JSC = |𝐵∩𝐺 |

|𝐵∪𝐺 | .
In Figure 4, the dark-green region corresponds to pixels that

are common to both given and traced drawings. The red region
represents pixels that belong to the given shape, but not to the
traced drawing. Finally, the gray region corresponds to pixels that
do not belong to the given shape, but to the traced drawing. JSC
values range from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes that the traced drawing
is disjoint from the given shape and 1 denotes a perfect match.

Figure 4: Computing the JSC from a traced shape.

4.2 Condition 2 (Touch input)
Our second condition asked participants to draw shapes on the
touch screen using the tip of their finger. The study consisted of 6
participants (one in the 19-24 age group and five in 25-34; 5 males).

Each task consisted of tracing a given shape, and then draw-
ing the shape three times without any guide (‘free-form’). While
tracing a shape, the participants were told to trace the shape as
accurately as possible. The drawing phase was free-form, i.e., while
drawing, no shape was shown on the screen, and the participants
were asked to draw a shape three times making them as similar as
possible. Once the participant drew a shape, we cleared the screen
and the participant tried to replicate the previously drawn shape
from memory. The tasks were based on the shapes used in Study 1.

The reason for this condition was to obtain reference points,
against which the accuracy of gaze tracing could be compared. Since
people have better control while tracing shapes with their hands,
we expected touch-based tracing to provide an upper bound for the
tracing accuracy. On the other hand, since producing consistent
drawings is difficult without any guiding shape, we expected the
free-form drawing to give a lower bound on the tracing accuracy.

4.3 Results
To investigate the feasibility of shape tracing using gaze input
(Question Q1), we examined the mean JSC scores for the tasks. The
mean of JSC scores was 0.49 for gaze-based tracing, which indicates
around 50% similarity between the given and traced drawings. The
mean JSC score for touch-based tracing was much higher 0.69,
whereas the free-form drawing had a lower mean JSC score1 (0.21).
The unpaired 𝑡-test showed significant difference between means
when comparing gaze-tracing with touch-based tracing (𝑡 (78) =
10.7, 𝑝 < 0.001) and free-form drawing (𝑡 (78) = 15.5, 𝑝 < 0.001).
We also see a similar relative ordering of the mean JSC scores for
each shape complexity category (Figure 5).

Figure 5: JSC scores for various shapes and input methods.

We categorized the tasks into three categories: loop, letter,
word (Figure 3(b)). While examining how the shape tracing ac-
curacy varies across various shape complexities for gaze-based
tracing (Question Q2), we did not observe any major difference in
the mean JSC scores: loop (0.52), letter (0.48), word (0.51). This
indicates a consistent effort from the participants to accurately
trace the given shapes. However, the mean number of attempts for
drawing different shape categories was quite high for the loop and
word categories (2.4 and 2.5) compared to the letter category (1.3)
1To compute JSC score for a free-form drawing task, we took the mean of the pairwise
JSC scores of the three drawings.
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Figure 6: Mean (a) number of attempts and (b) time per at-
tempt for each shape category for gaze-based tracing.

(Figure 6(a)). One possible explanation is that both loop and word
categories include shapes consisting of at least one complete circle,
which is considerably difficult to trace compared to the shapes in
the letter category.

We also examined the mean time taken per attempt for gaze-
based tracing (Figure 6(b)). The loop category had a much lower
mean (16.9) than the word category (25.7). Note that both of these
categories had a similar mean for the number of attempts, which
suggests that the shapes in the word category were harder to trace
than the shapes in the loop category. Although the letter category
had a low mean number of attempts compared to the word category,
the mean time per attempt was as high as the word category. A
possible reason is that each shape in the letter category consisted
of two separate curves: (‘ℓ’ and a dot), or (‘ℓ’ and a horizontal
line). Hence drawing a letter shape includes an additional timespan
between drawing two curves (i.e., to stop drawing the first curve
and then initiate the next curve). Therefore, the time required per
attempt increased while compared to the loop or word category.

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we have examined how well people can trace a given
shape using gaze-based input. We observed that people can trace a
shape fairly accurately, even when the shape is complex (involving
three letters). This suggests that a sketch-based approach to typing
could be an interesting avenue to explore. This also opens the
opportunity of designing custom user controls and authentication
approaches using gaze input.

An eye-tracker with high sampling rate could improve the users’
performance in our study. A larger number of participants, as well
as participants with motor impairments, could give us more insights
into the gaze-based tracing approach. A longitudinal study would
be interesting to determine how long people need to use such a
gaze-based tracing system to become an expert user. Although our
approach seems promising, gaze-based tracing seems to be tiring for
eyes. Hence future work may attempt to integrate shape prediction
while tracing, in the same spirit of suggesting words while typing.

We plan to expand our work using amore detailed and structured
categorization of shapes. Another direction for future investigation
will be to compare the sketch-based typing approach against the
existing gaze-typing methods using an on-screen keyboard.
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